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AbstractThe implementation of cryptographic
algorithm on FPGA is highly addressed in different forums due
to its paramount advantages over the other platforms. Most of the
secure systems are designed using SRAM based FPGAs with
additional security features provided by the manufactures. In this
paper, firstly, attempts are made to address different security
problems of FPGA based secure systems. The difficulty levels
that an attacker may face while implementing an attack are also
tabulated. Finally, some constructive recommendation for
tackling these security issues are proposed for designing secure
systems.
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I

INTRODUCTION

Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) is used to
implement user defined function using interconnected
reprogrammable functional blocks (embedded processors,
giga-bit serial transceivers, clock mangers, digital signal
processing blocks, ethernet controller etc).
The selection of the implementation platform for
cryptographic application is dependent upon many critical
factors such as complexity of algorithm and its application
area, cost, speed, power consumption and desired security
aspects (physical security, side channel leakage etc.)
[1]&[19]. FPGAs are generally preferred over Application
Specific
Integrated
Circuits
(ASIC)
when
reprogrammability, power and price are considered as
metric for decision [2], [10]&[16]. The inherent properties
of FPGA, such as parallel operations and execution of
customized functions make them performance competitive
over the sequential microprocessor and microcontrollers.
According to Wollinger et al. [4] and Wollinger and Paar
[1], the potential advantages of FPGAs in cryptographic
applications are algorithm agility, algorithm upload,
architecture efficiency, resource efficiency, algorithm
modification and throughput.
The rapid acceptance of FPGA solutions and subsequentially increase in these solutions in the market has
created a host of new security concerns for system-level
designers and system evaluators.
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From the attacker point of view, not only the FPGA design
but also the embedded information in the data being sent to
or from a system is important. So taking this into
consideration, classification of this topic was done in [7] and
[6]:
a) Intellectual property (IP) security: Security concerns
about the protection of vendor own design (IP) from
being “cloned" or reverse engineered.
b) Data security: Security concerns about the protection of
user design from being copied, corrupted, or otherwise
interfered with.
When considering from cryptographic point of view, data
security is the main area to be addressed. So the main work
in this paper is based upon taking the data security issues as
foremost important. In literature, much work has been done
on development of cryptographic application on FPGA
[3]&[18], but, still, some nooks are still left untouched when
secure systems are considered as whole. Taking these
observations into due consideration, it is hoped that this
manuscript will definitely give a seminal learning to
academia, industry and defense establishments.
In this paper, in Section 2, the security problems for
secure systems are elaborated. In section 3, difficulty levels
an attacker will face while implementing an attack is
tabulated. Finally, in Section 4, some of design
considerations that should be incorporated in secure system
design have been suggested.
II

SECURITY PROBLEMS FOR FPGA BASED
SECURE SYSTEM

The motivation behind any attacker who is considered to
be an adversary is to disturb the system functionality. The
attackers’ power is faithfully elaborated by IBM [8], Class I
(clever outsiders) attackers do not have sufficient knowledge
of the system but are often very intelligent; Class II
(knowledgeable insiders) attackers have experience and
specialized technical education and have expertise with
sophisticated tools to analyze parts of a systems; Class III
(funded organizations) attackers are able to develop teams
of specialists and use the most sophisticated and expensive
analysis tools as they have no limitation of money and they
are consider to do in-depth analysis of system.
The aim of hardware attacker is to get secret information
and to make the system non functional. The various attacks
are reported in[1], [4], [13], [12], [9], [11], [14] , [15]&[23]
and these are further elaborated in present work taking into
account of present technology and tools available and
intensive research work carried out at our laboratory. These
attacks are categorized as follow with necessary hardware
and software tools required for their implementation and
also way out for prevention of these attacks.
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A. Black Box Attack
In this attack, the attacker inputs all possible
combinations, while saving the corresponding outputs.
After the log of different combination, the algorithm
could be deduced with arduous efforts. For implementation
of this attack a lot of processor power is required. However,
this attack will be less feasible as the number of logic
elements and complexity of the FPGA increases. The cost of
the attack rises with the usage of state machines, LFSRs,
and if pins can be used for input and output. However,
advance mathematical techniques such as SAT Solvers
could aid the attacker for launching black box attack.

Any physical implementation of a cryptographic system
may provide a side channel that leaks information which can
be exploited by the attacker to launch this attack.
By simple power analysis, differential power analysis,
simple electro-magnetic analysis (SEMA), differential
electro-magnetic analysis (DEMA) side channel information
could be exploited. As shown in Fig: 2,

B. Read-back Attack
The idea of this attack is to read the configuration of the
FPGA through the JTAG or programming interface in order
to obtain secret information (e.g. keys, algorithm). As
reported [20], scan chain in FPGA can be exploited to
decipher the cryptogram and this can be avoided by tree
based pattern with self checking compactor. Advance tools
for easy debugging such as Xilinx JBits are required for
read back attack implementation. However, this attack will
be less feasible if the programming port is disabled and after
detection of interference the whole configuration is deleted
or the FPGA is destroyed.
C. Cloning of FPGAs
In this attack, the attacker targets the configuration file of
the system. As shown in fig:1 , the bit stream is stored in the
flash memory for SRAM based FPGA and this need to be
transferred during power on from flash to SRAM FPGA.
Interception
SRAM based
FPGA

Only Squaring

Squaring and
Multiplication

Fig 2: Power analysis of RSA
The RSA algorithm is implemented with main usage of
squaring and multiplication functions. As reported in the
literature, CMOS gates while switching draw current spikes
which are exploited using the highly sensitive E & H probes
and high end oscilloscope for launching this power analysis
attack. However, preventive measures for side channel
power analysis of RSA system for key generation could be
taken either at designer or manufacture level.
F. Reverse –Engineering of the Bit Streams
The aim behind this attack is to get the design of proprietary
crypto algorithm or the secret keys by reverse engineering of
Bit streams. As shown in Fig 3 , a typical design flow of
FPGA consist of various stages which are shown below.

Flash
Transfer of Bit Stream

Synthesis

Fig 1 : Configuration of SRAM FPGA

Bitstream

Placelist

Netlist

HDL

Place &
Route

Encoding

Fig 3: Software flow for FPGA implementation

This file could be intercepted during transfer by the third
party to make a clone of the same. Advanced memory
programmer, logic analyzer, data loggers etc. are required
for launching this attack .The use of flash based FPGA
could avoid this attack. But using flash based FPGA has
inherent limitation for usage in secure system. The
encryption of the configuration file is the most effective and
practical counter measure against the cloning of SRAM
FPGA.
D. Physical Attack

Attacker may deduce HDL code from bitstream file.
Advance tools are available for reverse engineering of Bit
stream such as Debit which gives information about look up
tables (LUT). Hiding keys in the look up table and RAMs
can partially avoid this attack.
G. Tampering in Tools
In this attack, an adversary could add additional
functionality to expose sensitive information, or provide
unauthorized access. Layout-versus-schematic (LVS) tools
could be used for detecting tampering in tools which is
shown in the fig 4 below:

The aim of attack is to investigate the chip design in
order to get information by probing inside the chip. This
attack can be achieved through visual inspections and by
tools such as optical microscopes, mechanical probes,
Focused Ion Beams, Electron –beam tester. However, the
manufacture could take precautionary measure in order to
avoid this attack.
E. Side channel attacks (Power analysis, timing behavior,
electromagnetic radiation)
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activated and internally activated Trojan. When doing the
statistical analysis, activation of Trojan is considered to be a
very rare event. Further, the action characteristic is
subdivided into three different divisions: changing of
functionality, alteration in specification and transmitting
information through any medium which may be wired or
wireless.
However, ATPG based Trojan detection technique and side
channel analysis of RF emitted could be used for detection
of Trojan. Also, Trojan could be avoided if Code walk
through by independent authority.

Design

Include IP libraries

Synthesis , place
and route

III
Layout vs Schematic
comparison (LVS) tool

Get Netlist

Fig 4: Design validation
However, Tampering could be avoided by comparing the
implemented design and the original design.
H. Fault Attacks
Fault attacks exit where some hardware fault (an
unexpected condition or defect) leads to a processing
mistake that could be beneficial to the attacker. Advance
timing comparison tools, logic analyzer etc. are imperative
for implementation of this attack. However, this attack will
be less feasible by avoiding supply of noisy power, incorrect
voltage, excessive temperature, radiation or high energy
beams such as UV, laser, etc.

As per IBM systems Journal, Abraham et al. [8] has marked
security levels for secure systems. While considering
different technological development in the field of FPGA
since 1980 and taking IBM security levels as reference for
classification, we have marked different level of difficulties
that an attacker may face while launching the attack in table
1 below. The few of listed difficulty levels are measured by
actual performing the experiments but for some of attacks
efforts are made to implement them, but either lack of time,
prohibitively high difficulty of implementation or
potentially destructive nature put impediments for actual
measurements. Further, the listed difficulty level
classification may vary with the attacker who is going to
perform attack.
Table 1 : Attacks in Secure Hardware

I. Tempering in Hardware
Attackers make use of system hardware to get the secure
information from the secure system. Attacker could exploit
ports such as JTAG and redundant hardware present in the
secure system. Tools such as Quartas , ISE , Visual DSP++ ,
emulator , memory readers etc. are essential for this attack.
However, Designer could prevent this attack by taking care
of temper resistance, detection, response and evidence while
designing the secure hardware.

Sr
No.

Security
FPGA

1.
2.
3.

5.
6.
7.

Black Box Attack
Readback Attack
Cloning of FPGAs
a. Indigenous
Flash/Antifuse FPGA
b. Flash FPGA
c. Antifuse FPGA
d. SRAM
FPGA with
bitstream encryption.
e. SRAM FPGA
Reverse –Engineering of the Bit
streams
Physical Attack
Side channel attacks
Tampering in tools

8.
9.
10.

Fault attack
Tempering in hardware
Trojan

J. Trojan
Trojan is intentional malicious code written into the system
design or it may be the malicious modification in the
hardware circuitry, usually to the attacker benefit. Access to
secure system and knowledge of software used is needed for
implementation of Trojan. Xiaoxiao Wang et al. [22],
classified Trojan into the different category which are
shown below in fig 5.

4.

Trojan

Physical
Characteristics

Activation
Characteristics

Action
Characteristics

ATTACKER DIFFICULTY LEVELS

Shortcomings

of

*Attacker
Difficulty
Level
5
2
5
4
4
3
1
4
5
4
3
4
5
1

*Note: Level represented in scale of 1-5 with 5 as the
maximum level of difficulty to launch the attack.

Fig 5: Classification of Trojan
The physical characteristics such as design of system
can be exploited for inserting hardware Trojan in secure
system. Activation can be subdivided into externally
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IV

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FPGA BASED
SECURE SYSTEMS

V

Although, there is no upper limit on the level of security that
can be achieved, here some of key features which should be
incorporated during design of FPGA based secure systems
have been suggested.
A. In order to avoid reverse engineering and cloning of
FPGA design, PROM should store only the encrypted
bitstream file and also there should be feature of onchip bit stream decryption. Now days, vendors are
providing these features with 3- DES implementation
for bit stream encryption [17].
B. Cryptographic operations in secure system are
extensively used which causes long term retention
effects in SRAM memory cell. Designer should
include dummy cycles while doing cryptographic
operation.
C. In order to avoid the tampering in original design by
the design tools, the final implemented design and
original design should be checked for their
equivalence. It may be part and parcel of validation
stage of software development cycle.
D. For secure system, FPGAs which have security level
3 or above as shown in table 1 above should be used
to avoid reverse engineering of bitstream. Also,
Designer should include the feature such as deletion
of bitstream when tempering is detected.
E. The designers should be cleaver enough so that they
can design their systems with due consideration of all
the attacks based on malicious logic in the base array
of FPGA. It is suggested that designer implements all
critical parts of the design with minimum three level
of modular redundancy (MR).
F. In case of physical compromise of the system, the
designer should incorporate the feature of self
destruction of the system. For example, with the
detection of unauthorized interference, system design
should be such that it erases the firmware & secret
key information from the system.
G. The designers should give due consideration to make
all unused I/O pins/ports as tri state so that
unauthorized access could be avoided.
H. The design of FPGA should be such that provision of
maintaining keys by the user must be avoided in
order to cater for future changes in the design of
secure systems.
I. The design should have provision of software
countermeasure for all the side channel attacks. For
example, design should mask secret key with the
random values.
J. The designer should use TRNG for initialization of
algorithm and also strength of crypto algorithm
should be high in FPGA based secure systems to
avoid Black Box attack.
K. The designer should use customized FPGA based
board for cryptographic applications so that minimum
resources with actual use should be included in the
hardware.
L. Physical/logical separation should be incorporated for
plain and cipher data at design level.

CONCLUSION

FPGAs in cryptographic applications are generally preferred
over ASIC due to their potential advantages such as
algorithm agility, algorithm upload, architecture efficiency,
resource efficiency, algorithm modification and throughput.
However, when security aspects are taken into consideration
there are numerous nooks for improvement which have been
described in this paper. The tabulated difficulty levels may
vary with the class of attacker and development of
technological tools. Efforts are made to address all the
possible vulnerabilities but sill this area is open for research
due to latest developments of sophisticated tools and
hardware.
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